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AIM OF THE PROGRAMME

entify cost effective energy reduction methods for existing campus 
ngs

existing building stock in an established campus has greater potential 
nergy and greenhouse savings than new buildings which are likely to 
e new methods from energy saving design and operation

nlist campus staff to assist with development of energy efficiency 
hmarks.



BACKGROUND

estimated that 10 per cent of Australian Green House gas emissions 
ue to commercial (non residential) building use and that there is 
e for 25 per cent improvement in energy efficiency  (National Building 
gy Standard –Setting Assessment and Rating Framework March 
) (Draft Act Sustainability Energy Policy 2010-2020)

gy Saving Action Plan (ESAP 2008), in 2008 fourteen of the 
ersity’s major buildings, accounted for 40 per cent of the institutions 
s floor area and energy load energy consumption for these buildings 
723 m.j. per sq.m. per  annum (electricity and gas 200.8 kWh per 
per annum).
gy saving measures were recommended and installed as a result of 

plan estimated to reduce energy consumption by 4 4% in the selected
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BACKGROUND

University of Sydney, Faculty of Architecture, Design & Planning 
uate programme in Building Services has, since 2002, undertaken to 
h students to carry out energy audits. 

recently the teaching programme DESC 9111 was given greater 
tus by requiring students to undertake energy audits of buildings on 

University’s main campus. 

nitial teaching programme has been expanded due to the partnering, 
Energy Audit Management Plan (EAMP Feb. 2009) with Campus 

structure Services (CIS), to survey and audit a wide range of campus 
ngs, thirteen in 2009/10, and it is planned to extend to about twenty 
ngs in 2011 “Chalk and talk” has given way to “survey calculate



BACKGROUND

ng commercial building energy consumption benchmarks  as provided by Nabers
nal Australian Built Environment Rating System)  energy, BCA Section J Energy 
ncy, Property Council of Australia surveys, with information for energy 
mption in terms of building area, are generally based on normalized office 
ancy.

EFMA annual surveys provide data in terms of overall campus energy 
mption.
mitations of this consumption data is that;
re is insufficient linkage to the academic or administration staff area responsible 
he consumption.
rgy efficiency measures from this whole of building data tended to be generic 
le of building systems only – missing the functional areas
epth data is required, beyond the total building consumption



THE  CURRENT  EAMP (2009) PROGRAMME – WHAT IS NEW?

EAMP (2009) energy audit programme aims to identify not only 
e of building energy consumption, but in addition,  energy 
umption across the differing buildings and common academic or 
stration areas and usages; 
ibraries, laboratories, auditoriums, etc, in addition to the staff and 
n areas which are also evident in office type building usage,.

researched consumption data will result in functional benchmarks for 
emic and administration areas within a building and across the 

pus. (ref. Reviewing Benchmarking Approaches for Building 
onmental Assessment (BEA) Tools) – Rigour versus Practicality –

ard Hyde et al (2007) )



THE  CURRENT  EAMP (2009) PROGRAMME – WHAT IS NEW?

tionally audit teams ( with variable training and using only check lists), 
ucted building surveys and audits simultaneously over a range of 
ngs, registering the name-plate rated energy consumption of 
fied mechanical and electrical equipment over assumed operating 

s, summated to provide an estimated or modeled annual consumption 
e.

t the summed name-plate data provides a maximum power draw, the 
ble load-factors and operating hours require additional correction for 
racy. 

EAMP (2009) audit process addresses these issues by training and use 
emplate spreadsheet incorporating correction factors (refer hand out



AUDITS BY OTHER METHODS

that sub metering, BMS  and other technology is available for 
ding energy consumption.

technology can be expensive so to determine the best application, the 
by room audit provides the fundamental information and intelligence 

ubsequent application of technology where applicable.

experience in existing (particularly older) buildings is that the power 
bution and wiring is not user friendly to economic applications or sub 
ring while  BMS & CBUS is similarly problematical.



THE GAP IN THE KNOWLEDGE AREA BENCHMARKING 
FOR SPECIFIC ACADEMIC OR ADMINSTRATIVE UNITS

gy consumption for the whole of an existing building as well as a 
plete Institution is available, both in Australia and overseas, presented 
ms of kWh/a per sq.m (GFA) or per equivalnet full time students 
S) . (ref. USYD ESAP 2008, CIBSE Guide F, TEFMA data)

self evident problem is that due to the wide variation in typical campus 
ng types, age and usages, and how academic or administrative 
es are distributed through the buildings, an overall building 
umption gives little useful information to determine an energy 
ction strategy.



USE OF USAGE BENCHMARKS

kdown by area allows readily, comparison by similar usages between 
ngs across the campus which leads to;

ke holder ownership and responsibility

ntification of commonly applicable energy efficiency measures across the 
mpus

ablishes initial energy consumption, functional area benchmarks .(ref. Hand 
ok of Energy Audits c. 17 World Class Energy Audits . Thurman et al 8th ed.)



METHODOLOGY

ergy Audit by Trained Teams – from the Graduate Programme 
Building Services (DESC 9111)

e Audit process should identify potential energy-management 
portunities. Since exploitation of these opportunities often involves 
pital expenditure, maximum effort should be put into investigating 
se measures that will yield the greatest cost savings” 

eggs, 2009, 142 ).

ross campus, there are three potential considerations for energy 
uction and control. These are:



METHODOLOGY

anagement How effective is the management by building and CIS staff and 
chnicians (Warren Centre, 2009), what part can and do the users and 
cupants play in preventing waste? (ESD, 2009). “30-40 per cent of projects 
ay be implemented on an isolated basis as time money and interest permit” 
ecause of management inertia (Thurmann et al 2010, 437).

quipment Efficiency of existing equipment, evaluation of 
efrigerators, water heaters, office equipment, and possible 
eplacement by cost efficient equivalents leading to removal of 
edundant equipment. (CIBSE Guide F,  2004) 

echnology The appropriateness of existing control and its 
ccessibility to operating staff. This includes evaluation of existing 
ontrols local timers detectors Power factor correction load shedding



METHODOLOGY

ings, selected on the basis of availability of individual building 
rical consumption data and scope and complexity to match the skills 
e student audit teams, are subject to a brief walk through overview 
survey of the building façade, principal usages and services, from 
h an audit guide brief is developed, for the guidance of the audit 
s.

individual gas consumption utility data is not readily available per 
ng.

audit teams are given a selected building after which they conduct the 
ey liaising with the building occupants and technicians familiar with the



METHODOLOGY

building audit itself involves a room by room examination of the usage 
hich the area is put, its ‘ownership’, and its consequent usage profile

energy consuming equipment is catalogued and face-plate data 
ed. 

pment that is installed for safety or statutory reasons e.g. emergency 
ng, or on-going experiments in laboratories requiring 24/7 operation 
oted for exclusion as they are not amenable to management.  (Knapp 
)



METHODOLOGY

ms then collate this preliminary information, apply correction factors, 
paring their energy consumption estimates with actual utility bills, (+/-
er cent accuracy is the aim), to validate the survey process. 

nformation obtained from the survey questions and  from the 
plate data from every item of energy using equipment and service in 
room was then corrected by the application of three critical factors: 



METHODOLOGY

n equipment load factor (ELF) the proportion of the face plate input rated 
ower being used; and

he operating load factor (OLF) the proportion of the potential 8760 annual 
ours of actual operation.  These correction factors are given in Apprendix.1 
esented below. 

fabric efficiency factor (FEF) adjusts estimated HVAC and lighting 
nsumption for location and adjacent building fabric.

hand out notes)



METHODOLOGY

ms  then make a presentation to stakeholders made in order to obtain 
back from an audience comprising of the other students, building 
s, the tutors, and Campus Infrastructure staff.

presentation acts as a reality check by the supervisor prior to 
arding to CIS, proposed energy efficiency measures,  for future 
sion in works programmes.

re research should feed back the effectiveness of these measures for 
w.  Refer Typical Energy Efficiency Measures (EEM) from EAMP 
with payback period 1 to 2 years (see hand out notes)

P 2009 dit d t il ( h d t t )



EAMP (2009) AUDIT TEAM ROOM X ROOM RESULTS 
VERIFIED AGAINST UTILITY DATA

Table 1.  Actual billed electrical energy consumption and predicted 
consumption for nine buildings audited in 2009/2010



BUILDING A18



BUILDING G04



BUILDING  A09



BUILDING A28



BUILDING F19



EAMP (2009) AUDIT TEAM ROOM X ROOM RESULTS 
VERIFIED AGAINST UTILITY DATA

the wide variation of results  per building reinforces that overall building 
umption figures while useful for comparison, does not provide adequate 

to select energy efficiency measures and is due to principally, the 
ng;

es of building construction

ree of heating and cooling used

es of usages across the building

upancy

rs of operation

rgy density of equipment

the ESAP 2008 fourteen building audit indicated 200 8kWh per sq m



AUDIT TEAM ESTIMATES VALIDATED AGAINST  UTILITY DATA

equently, as the estimated consumption in most cases is within 10 
ent of the actual consumption, the results give confidence that the 
process can be reliably used for identifying energy reduction 

sures.

of the interesting discoveries was the high electrical consumption 
load of the buildings when the buildings were not scheduled to be in 

typical campus building base loads were approximately above 25 per 
of the normal operating peak consumption .

is of importance since it suggests that significant energy savings 
d be made simply by ensuring that non critical  systems are switched 



EXAMPLE OF TYPICAL GRADUATE  STUDENT AUDIT

e selected 2009 Audit Buildings vary widely with occupancy, use, 
ade and construction;

uilding J02 PNR
ghting 40%

eat/cool/vent 49%

quipment 6%



BENCHMARKS AND TARGETS OF ‘TOP FIVE’ 
RECOMMENDATIONS ENERGY SAVING PROJECT 



ELECTRICITY  J02  P.N.R. BUILDING
PROFILE FOR MARCH - MAY 2008



FUNCTIONAL BENCHMARKING

ducational building benchmarks exist from the UK (CIBSE TM46, 
and Guide F Section 18 and 20) but it is somewhat aggregated to the 

nt that useful guidelines are presented for comparisons for some 
ngs and uses, but lack in detail for application of energy efficiency 

sures (EEM) and for the Australian context.

e measures will apply a mix of;
nagement

ipment

hnology



PROPOSED  LLO FUNCTIONAL  BENCHMARKING TOOL 

audit team survey data will be broken down into energy use by:

ing

emic, faculty, or administrative unit; and 

s of common usage type – proposed ten types be considered initially



PROPOSED  LLO FUNCTIONAL  BENCHMARKING TOOL 

derivation of a tool (LLO) for academic unit and facilities management 
edict  and manage energy consumption for a particular usage across 
ersity campuses that could be integrated with TEFMA current 
hmark survey. 

SEEK YOU ASSISTANCE WITH DATA TO DEVELOP THE LLO 
F RATING TOOL



PROPOSED LLO TOOL USAGE CATEGORIES

ffices (approximating the NABERS energy rating requirements)

clude any areas occupied and used principally by administration and 
emic staff, including common areas, stairways, halls and entrances, 
s and amenities, kitchenettes, copy, print and storage areas, IT rooms 
ing staff and administration offices only)

description is intended to be consistent (as far as practicable for a 
pus building) with the Nabers protocol for an office whole building 
g. 

will enable use of Nabers (office) energy consumption data 



PROPOSED LLO TOOL USAGE CATEGORIES

braries (staffed)

Computer lab, desktops more than 15 screens

ecture/tutorial room  - more than 15 seats

ommercial (staffed) canteen.

orkshops (staffed)

eaching Laboratories (supervised)  undergraduate

esearch Laboratories (staff & postgraduate)

server rooms (not included in item 1)

ther



PROPOSED LLO TOOL USAGE CATEGORIES

tool will be an essential element where universities wish to connect 
emic departments directly to the energy they use; for example, utility 
ost recovery. 

2009/2010 audit data is being collated by academic usage to enable 
e benchmarks to be established. 

e benchmarks will be refined as more audits are undertaken

over, it will then be practical to consider the extension of the TEFMA 
hmarking on Energy Consumption to cover these sub groups of user



WE NEED YOUR HELP

is deemed a major undertaking for the entire University sector, and all 
cipating TEFMA members will be invited to contribute data towards 
end.

ed the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) 
has invited the authors to share this information for possible 
deration in future Energy Efficiency Guidelines.

energy benchmarks will be useful to compare existing and older 
ng areas with similar related areas and usages in new and proposed 
ngs for the future.



ENERGY CONSUMPTION LLO RATING TOOL
FORM 3

pus location

ing ID

emic or administration space ID

GFA (sqm)

plete the doc. Form 1

ct provisional benchmark low/med/high doc. Form 2

pute the area (sqm) x benchmark (kWh/a) = estimated total area 
a consumption

onal – if energy costs are available – total kWh/a x $/kWh = estimated 
umption annual cost



ENERGY CONSUMPTION  LLO RATING TOOL
FORM  2 (Oct 2010)



ENERGY CONSUMPTION LLO RATING TOOL
FORM 1 (Oct. 2010)



ENERGY CONSUMPTION LLO RATING TOOL
FORM 1  cont.



MANAGEMENT BY EXCEPTION
The utility of benchmarking

ntention is to establish energy consumption benchmarks from the 
cted ten typical area usage types.

information will ultimately be used to increase the energy efficiency of 
omplete building, and the whole campus.

THER RESEARCH
ional areas for further research involve energy demand control by;

d shedding – power down non essential systems before peak KVA is 
eeded

d sharing sharing energy consuming equipment between academic areas



Energy Use in TEFMA Campuses

Energy vs. GFA
y = 0.8579x - 15557

R2 = 0.8685
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Identify worst & best performers

Energy vs. GFA
y = 0.8579x - 15557

R2 = 0.8685
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I
y = 0.7687x - 8817

R2 = 0.9095

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

GJ/yr

Linear (GJ/yr)

Fix the worst performers

n why best performers work well: Apply lessons to worst performers 
ng them back to par.
changes the benchmarks for the whole portfolio and exposes a new 

of ‘worst’ performers = Continuous Improvement

Increased 
convergence
of data-set


